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I have chosen to receive my services (please check all that apply) 

- IN-PERSON
�f- -- --N-0 _ _ _  ______,

Working with Urgency 
CM will provide 2-3 Prompts to assist Tri increase his productivity since he may slow down or has to 
be redirected to continue performing and complete the task at hand. 
Tri will be able to work with a sense of urgency and finish an assigned task with no more than 1-2 
prompts per task, either when he is working by himself or with a co-worker, in order to accomplish 
shared goals in a timely manner. 
Work Performance 

Communication 
Tri will be able to use his words and give an answer or ask for a break if needed when he is nervous or 
anxious when interacting with someone with no more than two to three prompts per interaction 
Tri may need up to three to four prompts to able to communicate and interact with his coach and the 
community in a proper way. 
Social Skills 

Customer Service/ Eye Contact 
Tri Tends to look down or avoid eye contact when greeting customers. CM will assist Tri by redirecting 
him to "keep his chin up" while greeting customers. 
CM will assist Tri in keeping his head up and making eye contact when talking to customers with at 
least 3-4 prompts, visuals and role playing with coach. 
Work Performance 

Staying Calm 
Tri May get nervous or anxious about giving an answer when asked questions; He may also use a loud 
tone of voice and start picking up his nails/fingers or look very worried. CM will prompt Tri to ask for a 
break or use his words at least 2-3 times. 
CM will continue to use consistent positive reinforcements, calming techniques like taking "deep 
breaths" as a set routine and part of the structure for the day. 
Personal Goals 

This is mv orooosed schedule! 
MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY 

ADDITIONAL NOTES 

X X X X X

XXWork performance/ 
Social skills

Personal/Independent 
living

Social skills/ Fun 

Friday

Social skills: Practice communication in a proper and calm manner

Work performance: Increase speed and productivity. Go through basic 

job needs and task. 

Independent living: Cooking safety and healthy food alternatives. 

Personal: Breathing exercises and calm voice to eliminate nervousness

Fun Friday: Discuss hobbies and interest (Movies/games)
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Tri’s Person Centered Plan

● Volkswagen slug
bugs

● Calendars
● Mickey Mouse
● Being helpful
● Using my phone

● Helping mom
● Playing slug

bug car game
● Watching

movies
● Cooking with

mom

● Get a job
● Get a new dog
● Help mom get

new car
● Work at MMC

● I would like to
cook

● Take walks
● Play frisbee
● Play uno

● I would like to do
daily phone calls
(interested in
communicated
about interests
and hobbies).
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